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Tips and Tricks - Understanding Psychological Testing:  

Answers to frequently asked questions 
 

What is a psychological evaluation and why is it being recommended? 
A psychological evaluation, in brief, can aid in understanding the underlying reasons for difficulties 
across multiple domains, including school, friends, family, and personal. Often times, emotions that are 
presented on the surface, such as anger, anxiety, fear, or depression, are an external manifestation of an 
underlying learning or psychological problem.  It is not uncommon to see children with undiagnosed 
ADHD, or other learning disabilities, to display anxiety, depression, and/or school refusal. Often times, 
the teachers and parents may be unaware of an underlying learning problem, because the child appears 
bright and smart. The most typical complaint is related to the child appearing to be an "underachiever" 
in school, despite his or her obvious intelligence. Many times, the child who presents for treatment for 
anxiety, has underlying learning or executive functioning problems and the anxiety is triggered by a 
strong, but seemingly unattainable desire for high achievement in school.  
 
What is the difference between a psychological evaluation and a psychoeducational evaluation? 
A psychoeducational evaluation will evaluate learning and cognitive issues only in order to arrive at a 
diagnosis related to learning or executive functioning problems. The psychoeducational evaluation will 
not attempt to understand or address any problems within the emotional or interpersonal (i.e.: family, 
friends) domains. The psychoeducational evaluation will provide details about an individual's cognitive 
and academic strengths, as well as areas of weakness. This evaluation is usually recommended for 
individuals with no corresponding emotional difficulties or peer relationship problems. This evaluation 
may be recommended by a psychologist, pediatrician, or by school personnel. 
Common academic issues include: speech or language delays, poor performance in one specific area or 
subject, poor reading comprehension, difficulty remembering basic facts, difficulty translating thoughts 
into writing, poor spelling, difficulty remembering what was studied, difficulty finishing work in the 
allotted time, poor organization, poor time management, inattention, distractibility 
A psychological evaluation includes additional diagnostic interviews, as well as personality, and 
emotional functioning measures. This evaluation is conducted to provide a more thorough understanding 
of the complicated relationship between psychological and cognitive issues. For instance, conducting a 
full psychological evaluation (which includes the psychoeducational component) will provide 
information about how an individual's learning and cognitive style is impacting their ability to manage 
emotions and personal relationships.  
 
What is included in the evaluation? 
A psychoeducational evaluation has multiple components. The first component is a diagnostic interview 
with the parents and the child, if he or she is able to provide information. Following the initial diagnostic 
interview, the child is administered multiple cognitive and academic measures over the course of two 
days of testing. 
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To establish an expectation for a child's overall intellectual ability, an IQ test will be administered. The 
IQ test consists of multiple Index scales, including Verbal ability, Nonverbal ability, Working Memory, 
and Processing Speed. Depending on the child, these index scales may be similar or  
 
they may display significant discrepancies. The interpretation of any score discrepancies is very 
important in understanding a child's unique cognitive strengths and weaknesses. Psychoeducational 
testing also consists of academic measures, which usually included evaluation of foundational skills in 
reading, writing, and math. These tests include ability to perform academically under untimed and timed 
conditions. They also include measures presented in oral and visual manners, to assist in understanding 
if there is a break-down in one of these systems. In addition to the IQ and academic testing, it is 
important to include additional measures of executive functioning to understand a child's processing 
speed, cognitive flexibility, and level of impulsive responding. Memory scales are also include to tease 
apart the complex nature of verbal and nonverbal working memory and overall memory storage ability. 
In addition to the cognitive testing described above, the parents, child (depending on the age), and 
teachers will be completing multiple rating scales that assess various aspects of academic functioning, 
executive functioning, and behavioral functioning. 
In a psychological evaluation, in addition to the above measures, the diagnostic interview will address 
emotional and personality issues, as well as social functioning. The child will complete self-report 
measures of symptoms related to mental health difficulties, such as anxiety or depression. Parents will 
also complete additional measures related to emotional functioning. 
 
How does this information help me? 
It is important to understand the underlying psychological or cognitive processes that are contributing to 
emotional distress and/or problems in school. It is all too common to see a child present for treatment for 
anxiety or depression and then to begin to understand over time that this child actually has significant 
learning challenges that are making functioning in the traditional academic environment quite stressful 
for them. The benefits of having testing completed far outweighs any risks. Many children may come to 
believe that they are "dumb" or not capable of learning, which can impact self-esteem, coping behaviors, 
and relationships. 
The evaluation will conclude with recommendations for treatment to address areas of difficulty. Often, 
specific accommodations will be recommended to be put into place at school such as extended time for 
testing, preferential class seating, and ability to take tests in a separate room. In addition, the evaluation 
can suggest strategies that can be used at home to strengthen learning and ability to manage other issues. 
The evaluation may also suggest consultation with a psychiatrist and/or a pediatrician for a medication 
consultation appointment, psychotherapy sessions, and/or an appointment with a behavioral specialist to 
manage specific behaviors.  

 


